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The paper includes a d escri pt ion of t he p ri ncipal no velties of a swept-freq uency intcr
ferometer operating betwee n 7.6 a nd '11 MHz at t hc High Altitude Observatory in Boulder, 
Colo., since July 1959. R ecords of Jupiter's d('cam etri c rad io emission, and of a sola r har
monic type III burst are included, wit h a cursory descripti on of t he corner-refl ecto r antenna 
system used to feed the receiver. The ]"rc(' ive r employs unique " minimum detec tion " 
circuits to reduce t he delet erious effects of telecommun ications stat ions on dct('ct ion of the 
weak astronom ical signals of interest to us. "For inte rferom etry, th e rece iver uses a n in
version ci rcui t to prese nt both negative and posit ive fl'inges as da rk enin g on t he fin a l record , 
and to sharpen fringe crossovers. 

As part of 11, program of low-frequency radio 
astronomy studies, the Higll Altitude Obsen-atory 
decided some ye,1.rs ago to construct 11, swept
frequency interferometer . The principflJ scientific 
problems ftttacked with this instr ument, (see figs. 
1 a, b , and c), in operation since Jul y 1959, hl1,ve 
been st udies of t he no nt hermal emission by the sun 
and the planet Jupiter imd of t he ionospher-ic re
fraction, I1,bsorption , and scintillation drects in 
radio stars. Dat,1. on sohu emission obseryed wi t h 
t his equipment fl re summarized monthly in NBS
CRPL F-Series , Part B , Solar Geophysical D ata. 
Studies on radio star scin tillation eHects hl1,ve I1,p
peared in papers by Warwick [1964a ] and Sin gleto n 

[1964]. Finally Jupiter researches with t his equip
ment have bee n summl1,rized, most recently by 
Warwick [19Mb] . 

Since we contemplated construction of only 11, 

sin gle receiyer we found it necessary to combine 
the dYl1flmic rl1,nge capabilities of a s talldard radio 
spectrograph with t he position-finding capabili ties 
of t he swept-frequency spectrograph described by 
Wild and Sheridan [1958]. The combination would 
in any event prove useful in se parating the posiLio ll fl l 
shifts in solar emission from t he complex dynamic 
spectral details occmrin g durin g ml1,jor eyents. 

The enormous abundance of co mmunications 
signals in t he frequency range below 30 MHz had 
to be coped with from the outset , and led us to 

FLO UR E l ao The two carnet-reflectoT antennas are at the faT right and left of the illustmtian. 

rrbey are trihed ral corners, show"n hore pointed generall y to\\rarcl the cmncra at an elevation angle of about 45 deg to the horizon. 'J'hcir dilnensions correspond 
to an cfl'cctive ca pture area of about 500 1n 2 per unit. 1"ho signals are combined in the receiver halfway between. Spacing of the antennas is26:3 m along a baselin e 
acpressed 8 deg below the orizoutal at an az imuth of 41 deg cast of north. (View toward the west. ) 

1 High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colo. 
, Department of Astroph ysics and Atmosp heri c Physics, University of Colorado, and High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colo. 
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FIG U RE lb . Another view of the inteljerometer, showing side V1:ews of the corner-reflectors. 

( \'iew toward the south,) 

FIGURE Ie. Detail of the south western corner reflectOl', 

The photograph shows the three mesll·systems that define the re[jecting planes, and also the two 
broadband feeds. T'hese are expanded (conical) monopoles, mounted parallel to one another and to 
the vertex of the dihedral angle (onned by the vertical reflecting planes. 'l'hese are fully steerabl& 
nnits with dimensions approxim ately llO ft wide by 61 ft high above the reflecting gro nnd plane. 
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FIG U R E ld. A recor'd of J upiter's decametric radio emission (see text), in the low-frequency range Fom about 0220 UT to 0420 UT. 

The record exhibits an imbalance in the negative fringe inversion, so that alternate fringes appear relatively dark. The record sbows characteristic drifting 
spectral features in times earlier than «0200 UT) and later than (> 0200 UT) the time when Jupiter's lllagnetic dipole moment is tipped towards the earth (see refer
ence to Jupiter given in text). 

a unique combin ation of phase-switch and synchro
nous detection circuits of the "minimum detection" 
type [Lee, 1957]. This circuitry permits the in
tegrating and recording circuits to accept infor
maLion only from the "holes" between stations as 
the recei\-er swee ps in frequency. The output 
circuits also contain it unique inversion scheme for 
transformin g negati \'e inLerfel'Cnce fringe s Lo posi
ti\'e frin ges . Unlike Wild's and Sherida n's inter
feromeLer, ours displays bo th posiLi ve and negaLi ve 
fringes tlS darkenin g on the fm al intensity modulate d 
display, with fringes of one-quarLer, t hree-quarLer , 
one and one-quarter , e tc., order appeilring as nanow 
whi te bands. Figure Id illustrates the fi.nal result , 
in this case a record of Jupiter 's decametric emission 
on 22/23 November 1963 from 2350 UT to 0430 UT. 
The communications bands are reinjected to provide 
us with frequency, time , and ionospheric indicators 
for about 22 sec out of each 5 m in interval. This 
record demonstrates that t he minimum detection 
circuits, in combination with the phase-switching, 
swept-frequency interferometer, can operate e A'ec
tively in bands normally unused in radio ilstronom y 
because of severe communicaLions inLerference. 
The record also shows how t he effective maximum 
usable frequency (called "MUFE" by us) decreases 
rapidly tbl'ough the hoUl's aronnd sunset. 

Figure 2 illustrates solar emission observed with 
this equipment down to 8 MHz on 22 June 1961 
at 1804 UT. A continuum storm was then in 
progress (see CRPL F-Series, Part B, NO \Tember 
196] for a description of this kind of solar emission 
as observed with our equipment) and, as is often
times the case, was accompanied by many type 
HI bursts extending to the lower limit of the receiver. 
The particular event illustrated in figure 2 is of 
importance in showing both the fund amental and 
second harmonic of the burst at 8 MHz, implying 
that on thi s occasion the fundamental reached at 
least the 4 MHz plasma level in the COrona. 

Antenna phase-switching is accomplished in this 
receiver at the input tlming stage of the RF ampli
fiers. One antenna is co upled through a fL"Xed 
co upling coil, and t he other, to the center tap of a 
coil whose ends are alternately grounded by diodes 
during successi ve halves of the switch cycle. The 
switch rate is 1000 hertz. 

The tuning is linear in each octave, swept in 
0.65 sec, once each 1.30 sec. To achieve linear 
tuning, the recei vel' employs cam-driven ferrite-core 
inductances in the oscillators and two or three tuned 
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FIGURE 2. T ype III fundamental and second harmonic at 
8 MHz. 

rrhis record was made originally on the sanle time-rrequency scales as figure 1. 
The frequency scale has been com pressed by a photograp llic process to emphasize 
the harmonic structure of the type III burst. 
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stages (in the low and high frequency octaves re
spectively) plus, of course, split-stator condensers 
which carry the bulk of the tuning. The cams may 
be cut to present optimum matching of receiver to 
antennas at each frequency. The receiver uses 
pentode RF stages, rather than the cascode or wide
band amplifiers often found in swept-frequency 
receivers. Noise figure is, of course, a rell1tively 
minor problem here, and our receivers achieve values 
of the order of 3 dB without difficulty. Cross
modulation and overload effects are far more impor
tant, especially for a receiver designed, as this one is, 
to observe weak sources such as Cygnus A and 
Jupiter. These effects lead us to reject cascode and 
broadbanded circuits at the RF level. 

The first IF is 5.98 MHz; we have found that 
despite the desirability of narrowbanding the IF 
stages as much as possible, the narrowest band
width we can use effectively is 16 lrilohertz, which 
is defined by a commercial mechanical filter operating 
in the second IF, 455 lrilohertz. The final IF tuned 
stage is followed by an infinite impedance detector, 
V 4A in figure 3. Increasing signal strength causes 
this detector output to go positive. The offset to 
-150 V is required by our facsimile method of 
recording, and not for the operation of the detector. 
Tube V 4B is a cathode follower used to obtain a 
low driving impedance for the "minimum detection" 
circuits that follow. 

There are two of these minimum detector circuits, 
operated alternately by the switch generator, but 
for the moment let us consider the operation of only 
the basic minimum detector shown in figure 3. The 
output of the cathode follower V4B is connected 
through R3 , and assuming that levels are stabilized, 
current will flow through D3, through Nl, and then 
through R17 to the + 150 V supply. Tube V2A is 
biased beyond cutoff under these conditions so that 
no current flows through it. Since D3 is conducting, 
the RC circuit R9 , C11 will charge to a level deter
mined by the vol tage drops across R3 , N 1, and R 17 . 
If the output of detector V4 decreases (goes in a 
negative direction) , then D3 will remain closed, 
and the voltage at C11 will follow the change in the 
negative direc tion, with a time constant determined 

TO+150V, 

H.A.O. RADIO SP ECTROGRAPH 
TO-300V. 

FIGURE 3 Infinite impedance detecloT and basic minimum 
delecloT. 

by R3, R9, and C11. Until the voltage at C11 is 
stabilized at the new level, there will be a current 
flow in R9, and this current will be added to the 
normal current flow in R3, increasing the voltage 
drop across it. 

Assume now that a small increase in signal causes 
the detector voltage to go in a positive direction. 
There will then be a current in the opposite direction 
in R9. Because R17 is connected to a rather high 
voltage, current through it will remain essentially 
constant. This means that then the current flowing 
in R9 is subtracted from the current flowing in R3. 
If the increase in signal is large enough, all the cur
rent flowing in R17 will flow in R9, and none of it in 
R3. Under these conditions, D3 will open, and C11 
will charge in a positive direction at a rate limited 
by R17, regardless of how large the signal is. 

Let us assume that previous experience has shown 
us that a signal greater than a certain amplitude is 
likely to be a radio station rather than the "noise 
signal" we seek. Keep in mind that we tune the 
receiver rapidly, so that tuning across a station 
causes a positive pulse at the detector. I,Ve can set 
the bias for V2A so that it conducts whenever this 
certain amplitude is reached. Then, the current 
through R17 will flow through V2A, the voltage 
across Nl will be too low to sustain ionization, and 
Nl will extinguish. This disconnects R17 from R9. 
Since D3 was already open, R9 and C11 are com
pletely disconnected from any incoming signals, and 
the voltage level at Cl1, and therefore at the cathode 
of VIA remains constant until the radio station is 
tuned out and the normal noise signal returns. 
Then V2A is cut off, permitting Nl to conduct. 
This in turn will cause current to flow through D3 
and R3, once again connecting C11 into the circuit 
through R9. 

Referring now to figure 4, we show a practical 
means of biasing V2A, by the use of Rl, R5, R19 , 
and PI. The "punchout level" control adjusts the 
bias on V2A beyond cutoff, and thus determines the 
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FIGURE 4. Synchl'OnOU8 minimum detector. 
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amplitude of the signal r equired to cause V2A to 
conduct. Vie call this conduction of V2A "punch
out," although disconnect would probably be a 
better term. It should be kept in mind that the 
voltage at the cathode of V2A is set by the average 
noise signal. This means that the signal required 
for punchout will be a specific amplitude above this 
average level. The specific amplitude required is 
determined by the setting of Pl. Another factor to 
keep in mind is that punchout will take place only if 
the rate of change in amplitude is fast enough that 
C ll cannot follow the change, and thus prevent D3 
from opening and V2A from conducting. 

Since we have a means for disconnecting the 
minimum detector during the time a radio station is 
present in the signal channel, let us now develop a 
method for using this sam e disconnect or punchout 
circuit for phase switching. This will be done in 
order to use two o[ the minimum detectors in a 
phase-switched inter ferometer. 

If we connect a large positive-going phase switch 
signal to the anode of DI, the effect will be the same 
as though the receiver suddenly tuned onto a station. 
That is, the cat hode or D3 will be driven positive, 
and D3 will open . Also V2A will co nduct, causing 
Nl to extinguish , thus disco nnecting R9 . and ell 
for the duration of positive haH cycle of the switch 
signal. 

Now a duplicate minimum detector channel can 
be added as shown. Its phase switch signal should 
be the other half of a push-pull signal. This means 
that the duplicate channel will also be disconnected 
by a positive-going ph ase swi tch signal, but the two 

channels will operate on alternate half cycles of the 
phase switch reference signal. Since this is the 
same r eference signal (1000 Hz) which drives the 
antenna diodes, we now have a synchronous detector . 
The phase sensitive output is taken as the voltage 
difference between the cathodes of VIA and VIB. 
Total power output may be taken as the sum or 
average voltage of these two cathodes. 

The average level of the two minimum detectors 
develops an AGC voltage which controls IF gain to 
present a constant "minimum" level to the detectors. 
This means that the gain of the receiver is controlled 
by the galactic noise background, or the source being 
observed if it is strong enough to predominate. 

The research reported in this paper has been 
sponsored by the Electronics Research Directorate 
of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, 
Office of Aerospace Research. 
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